JAG National Career Association Competitive Events Guide

JAG MATH SKILLS
Description:

This event shall be a written test dealing with selected
mathematics related problems.

Purpose:

To encourage JAG students to improve their ability to
identify, solve, and apply mathematical principles
involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
percentages, circumferences and areas, geometric
problems, convert units of measure using a conversion
chart, and solve basic algebraic equations.

Eligibility/Entries:

Each state is eligible to submit a maximum of 3
competitors. Competitors in this event are not eligible to
compete in the Employability Skills or Public Speaking
Events.

Competencies:

D-25 and A1-F37

Competitive
Event Time:

The allotted time for completion of the test is 60 minutes.

Competition Rules:

1.

The competitor must declare his/her intent to enter
this event on the conference registration form as per
the established deadline.

2.

The test will consist of fifty (50) test items and ten
(10) tiebreaker questions.

3.

All competitors shall report to the site of the event at
the time designated for the event orientation. The test
will immediately follow the orientation.

4.

Test Instructions: All competitors will be given a test,
and two (2) sheets of blank paper. After instructions
have been given, the competitors will be notified to
start the test. There will be a maximum of 60 minutes
to complete the test. Calculators or cell phones are
not allowed to be used during the exam. There will be
a verbal announcement when there are 15 minutes
remaining for the test period. Competitors may be
excused from the testing site promptly after
completion of the test.

5.

A series of ten (10) complex, multi-step tie breaking
questions will be administered with the original test.
In case of a tie, successive tie-breaker questions will
be used until a winner is determined. In the tiebreaker, correct spelling is required for an item to be
considered correct.
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